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Bowling Green State University

President Hollis
University President Dr. Hollis
Moore Jr. died Sunday in the Medical
College of Ohio Hospital in Toledo
following a short illness.
Moore had been receiving treatment for a brain tumor during the last
two months. He was admitted to the
hospital Feb. 23 for treatment of an infection and was released March 20. He
was receiving radiation treatment on
an out-patient basis until he was readmitted to the hospital April 6.
Moore, the University's seventh
president, began his term in July 1970.
Prior to coming to Bowling Green, he
was vice president of academic affairs at George Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn.
DURING MOORE'S 11 years at the
University, the College of Health and
Community Services and the College
of Musical Arts were formed, a
University Division program was
opened to offer special programs to
freshmen, facilities and programs
were improved in residence halls and
doctorates were added to the history
and mathematics departments, bringing the total Ph.D. programs to eight.
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The Student Recreation Center and
Musical Arts Building and Concert
Hall were built in the last five years,
and the University's up-dated system
of planing and budgeting has become
a model for other institutions in Ohio.
The School of Speech Communication was formed in 1975, the SAGE
program for senior citizens was
started in 1976, the School of
Technology formed in 1973 and the
School of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation formed in in 1979.
A NATIVE of Pierce City, Mo.,
Moore attended high school in Texas.
He was a 1946 graduate of Baylor
University where he studied history
and political science. In 1953, he
received his doctoral degree in education administration from the University of Texas. He also was the recipient
of honorary degrees by Hanyang
University in Korea and Central
Michigan University.
He served with the 11th Armored
Division in the Third Army of the
European Theater during World War

Since 1974, he had been a member of
in 1952 he became Associate Editor of
The Nations Schools. In 1955, he was a task force on Operation Outreach of
named executive secretary for the the American Association of Schools,
Committee for the Advancement of Colleges, and Universities. He also
School Administration, and in 1960 he served as chairman of the Midmoved to Tucson, Ariz, where he American Athletic Conference from
became Dean of the College of Educa- 1977 to 1979.
Moore also was a member of the
tion at the University of Arizona.
Moore also served as a visiting lec- Belmont Country Club, the Press Club
turer at Northwestern University, the of Toledo, the Bowling Green
University of Virginia, the University Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis Inof Denver, Stanford University, ternational, the Confrerie des
University of Nebraska and at Nor- Chevaliers du Tastevin and the Carthern Arizona University. He was a ranor Hunt and Polo Club.
member of the White House ConMOORE IS survived by his wife,
ference on Education, the Arizona Advisory Committee on Certification, Marian, two sons, Hollis A. HI, CinConsultant on Research and cinnati, and Michael, Mexico City,
Demonstration for the U.S. Office of Mexico; one sister, Pat Foshee; one
Education, the Education Advisory brother, Randolph; and one grandCommittee for the W.K. Kellogg child.
Foundation, and a member of the
Private services will be held today,
Board of Directors of Central and there will be no visitation.
A memorial service will be held 2
Midwestern Regional Educational
p.m. Wednesday in Kobacher Hall,
Laboratory Inc.
Musical Arts Center.
The family requests that any
HE WAS AUTHOR or contributing
author of 10 books and numerous Jour- tributes be in the form of contribun.
Moore began his career as a social nal articles on university and school tions in Moore's name to the University.
studies teacher in Austin, Texas and administration.

Housing code proposal fails in 6 to 1 decision
by Cralg Hyde
News stall reporter

After four and a half hours of
discussion, Bowling Green City Council voted against the proposed housing
code in a 6-1 decision.
Council heard comments from
townspeople, students and city officials, including Roger Weaver of
Student Government Association, and
Michael Grayson and Edward
Aumiller of the Student Consumer
Union and then presented their personal views on the issue.
Speaking first in opposition of the

code was Dr. Charles A. Barrel],
councilman, who said he has received
a flood of calls, letters and memos on
the subject.
"In my fifteen plus years on council
I have never seen the community so
divided on an issue, "he said.
B ARRELL said he opposes the code
because of the degree of government
involvement, the cost, the unclear
need demonstrated and the lack of
privacy it would impose.
Barrell suggested that an ombudsman, or troubleshooter be
created by the city, to consult with
renters who have housing problems.

Bruce Bellard, president of council,
said that he has received little correspondence concerning the code, and
that because of monetary concerns, a
lack of privacy and an already existing code, he would vote "no."
Councilman Joseph Corral opposed
the code in a lengthy speech. He called his alternative approach to the
code, The Ten Most Wanted Plan.
The plan would call for an intergovernment committee to keep a list
of the ten most poorly maintained rental properties each week, which would
be referred to the County Health Dept.
for action.

CORRAL SAID, "I wholeheartedly
endorse all the positive approaches to
the goal of upgrading the housing in
Bowling Green."
Councilwoman Joyce Kepke questioned how many serious problems we
have in Bowling Green.

Dr. Hollis Moore served the University lor ten years as president.
His number ol years as president was the second longest In the
University's history.

Classes canceled

She said that the code would promote a decrease in low cost housing.

All classes and activities are
"I maintain some cannot afford canceled between 1:30 and 3:30
tighter rents," she said. " I feel the p.m. Wed., April 22 to permit the
cost(of the proposed code) would be
justified if we had no other alter- University community to attend
memorial services for former
natives."
President Hollis Moore, Michael
Ferrari, provost and executive
vice president, said.
The service for Moore will be at
Kobacker Hall at 2 p.m. It will be
televised over Channel 7 of the

HOLLIS
MOORE
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Fraternity displays respect
University Freshmen Tom Farmer oi Delta Upsllon fraternity, used one ol
the house window* to pay respects to University President Hollis Moore

stall photo by Dean Koepller

Jr. who died Sunday. Private services will be held today.

University's closed circuit television system, which can be viewed
in dorm lounges and academic
buildings.
Supervisors are urged to arrange work scheduled wherever
possible to enable University
employees to attend services
either in Kobacker or at one of the
closed circuit locations.

Body found; Atlanta child missing
ATLANTA (AP) - The naked body
of a black person at least 15 years old
was discovered yesterday on the
banks of the Chattahoochee River, but
authorities said they were unable to
determine immediately whether the
body was male or female.
"We kind of think it's a male, but we
don't know for sure," Fulton Couty
Police Chief Clinton Chafin said after
the body had been removed to the
Fulton County medical examiner's office. He estimated the age at 15 or
more.
Sgt. Ted Hall of the Atlanta police
missing persons unit said a 15-yearold black Atlanta boy was reported
missing about lte hours after the body
was found yesterday. The grandfather
of James Ralph Johnson said he had
last seen the youth April 6 and had
assumed the boy was at his sister's
house.
ONLY ONE child still is listed as
missing by the special task force probing the slayings of 24 young blacks
here in the past 21 months.
Ten-year-old Darron Glass was last
seen Sept 14. His dental records were
taken to the medical examiners office
in preparation for an autopsy on the
body found yesterday. Fulton Couty
Medical Examiner Dr. Robert Stivers
said his office would try to obtain dental records on Johnson so "we can at
least eliminate him" when the autopsy is performed.
Johnson was described as being
6-foot-2 and weighing about 150

pounds. Most of the 24 victims found
since July 1979 have been described as
slight.
THE 24th VICTIM, 15-year-old
Joseph Bell, was found Easter Sunday. His decomposed body was
discovered floating face down in the
South River in DeKalb County.
Chafin said the body was naked
when it was discovered on a sand bed
at the river bank. He said the location
was between the sites where two
bodies of young black males were
pulled from the muddy waters March
30 and March 31.
THE DISCOVERY yesterday
marks the seventh time since last
November that the body of a young
black has been found in or near an
area river. It is the fourth body found
in the Chattahoochee during that
period.
On March 30, the body of 13-year-old
Timothy Hill was pulled from the
Chattahoochee. The following day, the
body of 21-year-old Eddie "Bubba"
Duncan, was pulled from the same
river less than two miles downstream.
Chafin said the body found Monday
was between the sites where the
bodies of Hill and Duncan were found.
Medical examiners meanwhile said
yesterday that Bell probably did of
asphyxiation.
Bell was last seen March 2, when he
stopped to look for work at a
restaurant where he occasionally did
odd jobs.
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Opinion.
Moore acknowledged
as initiator of changes
In the last decade we have been witness to many
changes. The University, too. has undergone alterations and adjustments. And now with the death of University President Dr. Hollis Moore we are forced to make
another adjustment.
Just as we are the beneficiaries of new programs and
services on campus, so are we the mourners of his death.
Without his leadership these changes would not have
transpired.
Moore once said, "I genuinely believe that there can be
ahead for us a decade of distinction like none of the six
previous decades in the history of the institution
(University)."
He was right.
Moore came to the University in July, 1970, and in the
last 10 years had overseen the creation of a college of
Health and Community Services and a college of Musical
Arts. Also during his term of office the Student Recreation
Center and Musical Arts Building were opened for
students.
In addition, the University's planning and budgeting
system has become a model for other state universities.
Moore now is part of University history. He has implemented changes that are in the students best interest
and for which we thank him.
And as reapers of the changes, we often overlook the
initiator-the one who has given us the opportunity to gain a
multitude of new experiences.
It is only fitting that we pause to remember Moore. His
accomplishments will remain as testimony to his dedication as our president.

Columbia brings home
"American Dream
if

Remember dreams?
Remember the first time you really
looked at a night sky? Or remember
the thrill when you climbed the tree
all the other kids said couldn't be
climbed? Remember the feeling of * Andrew Bartmess
working for something you really
believed in, and then the glorious University student
triumph of having a dream come
true?
and cow-like, living our 9 to 5, selfWell, until 1:22 p.m. on April 14, centered lives.
these were feelings that most The crowds that saw the shuttle
Americans had forgotten.
land were touched in a very special
We used to have something very way - for the first time in years, there
special in this country; we had the was a new pride in the label
"American Dream" - spelled in let- "American". For those who stood in
ters 10-feet high. We were a the desert sun, and for the countless
"superpower" in the world. And why? TV-viewers who also watched, there
Because we believed in ourselves, was the flicker of a new dream
that's why.
But over the past 20 years I pray to God that American can
America's had its dreams eaten away discover its dreams. Columbia
by endless streams of spiraling infla- brought back more than just her two
tion, political corruption and gloating passengers. She's delivered safe and
oil shieks. The years we spent wasting sound a new future for us and the
energy came home to haunt us, and world.
we quit caring about anything but The shuttle can open the roads to
unlimited solar power, new supplies of
ourselves.
disappearing raw materials, and a
Put simply, the "American Dream" new American identity. In a few years
had become the "American we will have the first "fleet" of
Nightmare." So we decided to put spacecraft, and if we can hold on to
dreams up on the shelf. In their place, our dreams, the military aspects can
we gained disco and the "Me Genera- be held to a minimum. We can pioneer
tion", and our new motto became a new technology and make the world
"Look Out For Number One."
a better place.
And until Columbia touched down Hail Columbia! It's time to dream
last Tuesday, we were very content again!

Focus

Respond.
If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of
interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to: Editor of The BG News, 106 Universitv
Hall.
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Lost luggage files off to other worlds
"Here comes the reply from Atlan- soon as it arrives."
ta. Hmmm. There seems to have been
"I don't know what hotel I' 11 be staya slight mixup. Your bag was ap- ing in."
parently put on our super-shuttle
"We'll be very happy to supply you
flight to Jupiter."
with a toothbrush and shaving gear
Art Buchwald
until the Jupiter Shuttle returns."
"When will I get it?"
Syndicated columnist
"Let's see, it will take a year to get "I don't want a toothbrush. I want
there, and a year to get back. You my luggage."
"Oh dear, I hate to see an astronaut
"Just calm down. We'll find It should have it by June of 1867."
Atlanta should be back to me any mocry, sir. Maybe Atlanta made a
"I can't wait that long, I packed all mistake and your bag was only sent to
"Are you in charge of luggage for ment"
Mars. Then you'd get it back by next
my moon rocks in the suitcase."
the spaceship 'America'?"
"Now that was a silly thing to do. winter."
"Why, when I take a flight to the
"Yes sir."
"Well I was on It, and my luggage moon, does my luggage have to go Why didn't you put them in your
carry-on bag?"
didn't arrive. It had my electric razor through Atlanta?"
"What you're really trying to tell
"BECAUSE I HAD TO PUT ALL me is that you have no idea where my
"Everything has to go through
and all my tooth-paste in it"
MY
OXYGEN
GEAR
IN
MY
CARRY"These things happen. Could you Altanta. It's an FAA regulation."
luggage is, and you Just gave me this
"I'm going to write to the head of ON BAG."
show me on this card what bag It
cock-and-bull story about it going to
NASA about this."
resembles the most?"
Venus to get rid of me."
"This one here."
"Please don't shout. You're making
"To be honest, it could have gone to
"You'll only get a form letter the other people who lost their lug- Venus or Biloxi, Mississippi. When
"I see. Well, let me call and check if back."
gage nervous. What hotel are you our people tag the luggage, they
"I'm not leaving until you find it" staying at? We'll send it by taxi as always get the two places mixed up."
Cape Canaveral knows anything
about it... George, Harry here at Edwards Air Force Base. You haven't
seen a brown three-suiter with green
straps, that was supposed to be on the
'America' flight today? Yen, it was
routed from the moon, via Atlanta.
The number is 43216-E, like in Eastern
Airlines. Take at look around will
you? Hmnn. You haven't? Thanks, I'll
check with Atlanta."
The "Columbia" Space Shuttle went
off without a hitch. That was because
it was on television, and everyone involved took extra pains to see that
nothing went wrong. But in several
years when we take Space Shuttle
flights for granted, astronauts can expect the same problems that people
who fly commercial airlines encounter.

Focus

"Did they locate it?"
"No sir. But I'm sending a telex to
Atlanta to see if it might have been unloaded and put on our red-eye flight
to Venus."
"You have to find it I've got film in
it of the Earth that has never been
seen before."
"Now don't get excited. I'm doing
the best I can."
"Why can't you people at NASA be
more careful with people's luggage?"
"I only work in Lost and Found. I'm
not responsible for the entire space
program."
"I'm expected at the White House
tomorrow for a dinner with the President of the United States. My tuxedo is
in that bag."

Letters.
Students given thanks
for their open hearts

sigh of relief. I would rather not be
wounded at all, thank you, be it fatally
or otherwise.

But if it is my destiny to be shot at,
We would like to take this opportuni- perhaps Telles could let me in on a
ty to thank you for opening your few of the counter measures that an
hearts to Danny Green. Thank you to un-armed man can take when
those who donated blood in Danny's someone is blasting away at point
name, made signs to promote the blank range. I assume that the victim
Danny Green Fund, and to the many in the Jesse James story utilitzed the
participants who took part in the very elusive "dear God, save me!"
technique.
various campus events.

many of us saying that we've had There are over 600 men in fraterenough.
nities on this campus. Believe it or not
a lot of us do some good for the camGary Greenlee pus and the community. My fraterniMl Third St, Apt 12 ty, for example, raised over $1,200 for
a local charity two weeks ago. Most
other fraternities also sponsor fund
raising events for charities.

Fraternity system

deserves a chance

Pardon me ladies, but what happenThough we only hear about the By the way, does Telles know where
wrong being done by America's young Jesse deposited the next five rounds, ed to the good old American principle
that one is innocent until proven guilpeople, our hearts are warmed to after having missed with the first?
ty. According to everything I've read
know that the students of the UniversiFinally, if it is true that guns are us- in any of the newspapers, all of the inty are kind, compassionate, and
generous fellow beings.
ed as psychological weaponry, then cidents at the Phi Delta Theta house
why do so many criminals tend to put are alleged. No one has been conWhen we think of what you did for bullets in the guns? I mean, why are victed yet, at least not by the courts.
our little boy, we are proud beyond they necessary? I, for one, am not
However, according to various camwords to be a part of this community. afraid of guns - it's bullets that scare
me! To say that people don't under- pus organizations, fraternities have
Bob k Roxanne Green standguns is erroneous. The fact is been convicted, as shown by the
1M53 Weit Poe Road that people understand them all too march held Thursday night. Give us a
Wetton,OH well, and that's why there are so break. Please.

People understand
guns only too well

DOONESBURY

Just because six out of the 600 plus
fraternity men are accused c* a crime
do all of us have to be convicted? If
these allegations are proven to be
time, then I agree, the Phi Delts
should be dealt with accordingly. If,
however, these allegations are proven
to be false, then I feel someone owes
the brothers of Phi Delta Theta an
apology.
In either case, I feel that someone
owes the rest of the fraternity system
an apology, because the other 594
fraternity men had nothing to do with
(his ugly incident.
Bill Shaw
IN Phi Kappa Tan
by Garry Trudeau

I'M LOOKING
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I am writing this letter in response
to the Focus article by Rodolf o Telles
regarding gun control. I would be in
favor of some kind of Improved gun
, control legislation, though my feelings
about this issue are not particularly
strong. The true purpose of this letter,
I suppose, Is to ask the opponents of
gun control to come up with a more
convincing spokesperson.
Telles' arguments about the accuracy of handguns would have been
much more credible had he brought In
John Hinkley as a visual aid. There is
a guy who was Just trying to shoot
someone and he ended up shooting
four men and one car. He's probably
sitting in his jail cell right now, kicking himself for having left his
howitzer back in the hotel room.
Telles' statement about the chances
of being fatally wounded by a bullet
(which be says are "extremely
small") did not cause me to breathe a
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Durniak says media shaken by scam

BGLog

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet today at 7:30
p.m. in the Taft Room of the Union. Election of officers
will take place.

Notice
STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DEFENSE-DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS, nursing student loans or student
development loans who are graduating or leaving the
University after this quarter should contact the Student
Loan Office at 372-0112.

Programs
BILL OBERLIN AND JOEL BRICKNER will perform today at 9 p.m. at a coffee house in the ground S.E.
lounge of Rodgers.

Meetings
PATRICIA RENICK, A UNrVESITY OF CINCINNATI
FINE ARTS FACULTY member, will give a slidelecture presentation on "Monumental Sculpture and
Personal Metamorphosis" today at 8 p.m. in 204 Fine
Arts Building.
PRSSA WILL MEET today at 7:30 p.m. in 305 Moseley.

STUDENTS FOR POLITIICAL AWARENESS will
meet today at 8:30 p.m. in the Political Science Faculty
Room on the 2nd floor of Williams Hall.

by Dean Koepller
News photographer

night to describe yet another scandal.
But this time it involves the media.

Scam - the word frequently used by
the media to label political corruption
and dishonesty, was used again last

"Pulitzer scam" was the label used
by New York Times Picture Editor
John Durniak to describe the scandal

Durniak, a 1950 University
graduate, delivered the annual Grove
Patterson Address marking the beginning of Journalism Week, which will
continue through Friday.

WOMEN IN BUSINESS will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in
room 112 of the Business Administration building. Elections will be held and Spring quarter events will be
discussed.
ARTIST JAMES HERMAN will give a symposium exploring the technical properties of artists' materials and
their usage from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. today in room 204 of
the Fine Arts Building.

"THE LAST eight days have shaken
journalism like no other days in my
life," Durniak said. Durniak fears
that what happened at the Washington
Post could have a long-lasting effect
on the Pulitzer Prize and the Journalism profession.

THE LINK, Wood County's 24-hour crisis intervention
and referral agency, needs persons interested in becoming volunteer couselors. For information call the Link at
352-5387.

"The credibility of the Pulitzer
prize and of the Washington Post may
have been permanently damaged,"
Durniak said.

TOLEDO BOY SCOUTS will interview for staff
members to work at summer camps this summer. Appointments for the April 23 interviews can be made at
the Student Employment Program office in room 460 of
the Student Services Building.

Durniak said the result of the
Pulitzer scam will be a tension between editors and reporters on other
newspapers, because "a Janet Cooke
can happen to anyone."

Newsbriefs.
Cubans arrest U.S. sailors
HAVANA, Cuba (AP) - Cuban authorities have arrested four American sailors who strayed into Cuban
waters from the Navy's Guantanamo base on Cuba's
southern coast, the U.S. Interest Section said today.
An official of the section, an office in the Swiss Embassy that handles American diplomatic representation in Cuba, said the four were held at Boqueron near
the naval base at the eastern end of Cuba.
Lt. Cmdr. Mark Newhart, a Navy spokeman in Key
West, Fla. said the incident occurred at about 2:20
p.m. Sunday.

which became evident last week after
Janet Cooke, a reporter for the
Washington Post, admitted she
fabricated her Pulitzer Prize-winning
featutre story about an eight-year-old
heroin addict

"There are journalists risking their
lives to bring the public the truth," he
added.

Suppression requested
One of two juveniles charged with the kidnap and rape
of a University student on Nov. 14 has filed a motion to
supress evidence from his May 25 trial.
John Reuss, 17, of 258 S. Summit St., wants Judge
Gale Williamson to withhold oral and written
statements that he allegedly made to police after his arrest and results of a search of his mother's car.
Reuss and Danial Torres, 16, of 1005 N. Grove Ave.,
are certified to stand trial as adults by Juvenile Court
Judge George Forrest.

Durniak said leading journalists
such as Photographer David Burnett
are "risking their lives to bring the
public the truth."
Burnett, who heads Contact Photo
Agency, was in Iran during the revolution and overthrow of the Shah of Iran.

John Durniak

staft photo by Scon Keeler

Durniak said, "For an American to
be in Iran at this time (it) was a hair
away from suicide."

**************************

$1 °° OFF
Any med. pizza
with two or more item s
ONECOUPON
PER PIZZA

Free Delivery,. .

352-5166

April 23,1981

»»<» COUPON <«W»I

National Salad
Month

Cola is Proud
to Sponsor
RESIDENT STUDENT
ASSOCIATIONS
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
1981

featuring a special
salad everyday.
163 South Main Street 352-2595
.*************************<*

Invites you to

iliTalliffliiUTa
May 22-24 OR May 28-31. We'll be heading to the New River In
West Virginia, one of the most exciting white water rivers in the East. ]
Sign-up now thru May 15 in UAO office

WED., APRIL 22 and THUR., APRIL 23
THEME DINNERS

Residence Dining RSA

FRIDAY, APRIL 24
MAGIC NIGHT AT THE SIDE DOOR
UAO,RSA
•Side Door, 7:00. 50 cents admission

Total cost is $85; $55 due upon sign-up, $30 by May 15.

■ Three performers to amaze you!

This $85 covers rafting, camping and transportation costs.

SPRING ROUND-UP

•■-■

***^
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Attention students
The Student Recreation center is taking
applications for 1981-82 job openings.
•floor supervisors'receptionists •equipment room*
* April 21-22

Fill out applications at Student
Employment Office, Student Services

♦April 23-24

Applicants will be screened by
SRC staff & student employees

♦April 27-28

Sign-up for interviews at Student
Employment Office (in person).

♦April 30
May 1-4-5-6

Interviews held at Student Rec Center

♦May 7-8

Selection

*May 11

List of fall employees at Student Rec
Center & Student Employment. All applicants
will receive notice by mail.

-Rec Center, 7:00-12:00
-Featuring at 11:00 a Peppers Eating Contest
and "Mello" Chug

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
CARNIVAL
-St. Services Forum, 12-4
•Coca-Cola (Candroid) appearing
-Games, Booths and Refreshments!

MAGIC NIGHT AT THE SIDE
DOOR
-Side Door. 7:00, 50 cents admission
MOVIE UNDER THE STARS
-St. Services Forum, 12:00 p.m.
- "Murder by Death"
FREE -In case of bad weather: 105 Hanna

In recognition of Residence Hall Week. Coke is offering this coupon special.

250 OFF

ONE
2-Liter Bottle
of Coca-Cola
PRESENT TO YOUR DEALER
,.nd Cnl*

■
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Associates recognize Moore for continuity
"Hollis bad a lot of compassion and
"He was trained as an editor and he
never lost his love for it He could go empathy for people - a lot more than
through his mall lickety-split and find people thought he had. He cared and
The flags waved at half-staff yester- any grammatical errors there were. he was interested in Deople," he said.
day In remembrance of University He had little patience for gramPresident Dr. Hollis Moore Jr. who matically incorrect letters," he addMoore was the fifth University
ed.
died Sunday.
president that Balogh had served
under. He said Moore "stood his
Moore's 11-year-term bridged the
EDWARDS described Moore as a ground" on every issue, a
anti-establishment era of the 1960s
and the individualistic period of the competitive person, someone who characteristic that he described as
notable.
constantly strived to better himself.
1980s.
"Hollis Moore had more intestinal
"He had a special understanding of
"Whether be was doing something fortitude than any other president I've
what students were thinking and how
fun or if in the arena of policy seen. He always knew where be was
they tried to sort things out. He was for
just ready-made for the 1970s," issues, be moved forward. He was full going. Moore developed more inRichard Edwards, University vice of bold strokes and I admired the way novative programs than the other four
he'd say, 'We're going to do this' and presidents put together," Balogh addpresident, said.
we'd do it
ed.
Edwards came to the University in
February 1971. He and Moore worked
"I give him high marks in terms of
Moore abided by the "work hard,
closely during the years and Edwards the manner be carried out his work as
said theirs was a give and take rela- president. I've known a lot of play hard" philosophy, Balogh said,
and he set cetain objectives for
tionship.
presidents and former presidents," himself and others. Moore always was
Edwards
noted.
"It's
a
thankless
job.
willing to talk to anyone, be added,
"HE WAS quick to get a reading on
situations. Hollis believed in a decen- But somehow he was able to wade and he kept an "open door" of comtralized administration and he was through the ambiguities and complex- munication.
bothered by the 'president knows best' ities and keep an even course."
view.
JAMES HOF, vice president of
Dr. Joseph Balogh, assistant to the Alumni and Development, was a per"But he also believed in accounsonal friend of Moore's and had
tability. He was not hesitant to tell provost, was the first person from the traveled across the country with him.
University
to
meet
Moore.
Balogh
people to shape up if they needed it,"
Hot noted that Moore had met with
Edwards said. "He could be very was on the screening committee of every Alumni chapter in the United
Faculty
Senate
which
interviewed
demanding and he liked things to go
States.
right and well. But he also had a good prospective presidential candidates.
sense of humor and while times could He went to George Peabody College in
"He really did a job of selling BowlNashville, Tenn., to interview Moore.
be tense, he knew how to relax."
ing Green. He was obviously the
greatest public relations person of all
One of Moore's assets was his abili"BEFORE I went down there, I had of the presidents.
ty to grasp the main point of a problem, even when it was surrounded by my misgivings. But after I met him,
"The greatest area of growth in the
"muck," he said. Moore also was a talked with his colleagues and
refined speaker and writer and Ed- students, it was clearly evident that Alumni Association came in Moore's
wards said that many administrators the guy was actually running decade. Just today we had calls from
all over the U.S. from people who
Peabody. He was quite a leader.
"felt the heat of his editing."
by Lisa Bowera
MHI

Brookdale Stables

were shocked to hear the news. That
tells you something about the kind of
president he was," Hof said.
Moore's greatest accomplishment
was his rapport with students, Hof
said. Moore showed a "personal interest" in students.
"When he first came here I
remember him saying how he would
never forget people. He had a great
warmth and a keen personal interest
in people," Hof recalled. "He was not
only fun and witty, but a down-toearth person."
EDWARDS noted that Moore had a
special interest in intercollegiate
athletics. He said that in the last year
Moore spent time studying issues facing intercollegiate athletics.
"He took losses quite hard. He
always wanted to win and yet in a fair
and square way. While he had no
reason to doubt that things (our programs) were not the way they should
be, he wanted to satisfy himself that
we were meeting the fine points," he
added.
Bowling Green basketball coach
John Weinert said Moore strengthened the athletic program.
"Dr. Moore was a very fine administrator and a positive force increating a very healthy athletic program. I think he took a very positive
and realistic approach to athletics.
"Too many presidents are either
very pro-athletics or very negativeathletics. Dr. Moore had a great ability to be realistic and fair to fans,
coaches and players."

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

655-2193

SENIORS:

Everyday low prices for the entire family

Contort 'c,so
r$C088
Lenses " " iff

Accept the '61 Challenge
May 4-8

>rala.»ia—11—* » M—!■»•*»» »»■ W intf.—

$29 88

WNGUV-atON

Eyeglasses
i « MOM

81-Foais'T.r- $4Q88

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell ftd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon Rd
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds.

MM

itn nun un u«n m imairu
ty—'>*»m4*tO- fetaffl Kit* 00 Ihw
Mon. In ««. to, «l X

siMHiaruu

in. i«-~ 11

»in mi

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
*BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

HIKE-BIKE
ITS OUR

at Woodlane School

^

Hike-Bike

INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE

ll'l7l'7lMlilMII

GOODBYE unruly hair,
cowlicks, maverick curls...
HELLO self-control from cut
to cut
We're now offering the
remarkable new RK Design
Memorizer Hair Control
System.
Remarkable
because It helps us create
most any short style you'd
like. Even with problem
hair. Really remarkable
because It lets you keep
that just-sytle look from cut
to cut. Simply. Quickly.

in Bowling Green

t

• Saturday, May 2
• Rain-date May 9

From 9 o'clock to 4 pm
$

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.00

Top Prizes: 4 ten-speed bi<ry cles

Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

Sponsor sheets available from WKIQ, Woodlane School,

WE'VE GOT THE NEW RK
DESIGN MEMORIZER HAIR CONTROL SYSTEM

McDonald's, and other B.G. businesses

—COUPON—""

—COUPON—"

I

* 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and gravy • roll

* 2 pieces of chicken
* potatoes and gravy • roll

•L25 f | ! M.25 f

tmmmm • taaawt • taatoanaa '

L
r-

ExpirMMoyS. 1981

I
I
Ii anuMum • laaaan • ranoanaa
I
Expire May 5. 1981
I
L

— COUPON —

— COUPON —

• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and gravy • roll

* 2 pieces of chicken
* potatoes and gravy • roll
I
I
I
I

$

'1.25 9 \ \ 1.25 f
IS-™,!

Expire May 5, 1961

I
I
I
I
I

GOLD & SILVER

— NOW OFFERING
Goldsmithing,
Silversmithing
and Jewelry
Repair

—ALSO BUYING—
Gold Filled Items,
Silver Coins, Silver Dollars,
And Sterling Silver Items.

KmtNtflai fried ^kidctii
FREMONT

•

PORT CLINTON

352-4101

We pay the MOST MONEY
in town for your
precious metal
jewlery.

Exp<r..May 5. 1981

•

123 E. Court

HONOR
THY

WANTED

"its Sngertickin goodf
BOWLING GREEN
1020 N. Main
352-2061

ARRANGEMENT

OPEN

'■'X^A

TUES.-FRI.

10-5

best
It's
ways to
National
say It Is with
Secretaries
an appreciation
Week, and It's a
bouquet or plant.
special time to thank
your secretary for a Job
We've got a large
well done. And one of the , selection to choose from.

National Secretaries Week,
Anril 19-25
Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon Rd. 353-8381

Th* BO News April 21,1081 6

Elsewhere.
Economy grows at 6.5 percent rate
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's
economy grew at a robust 6.5 percent
annual rate in the first quarter of 1981,
the biggest jump in nearly three
years, the government reported
yesterday. But the Reagan administration quickly contended the
good news is no reason to dump the
president's economic recovery plans.
At the White House, where officials

have been talking of an economy in
dire straits, Murray Weidenbaum,
chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, conceded that the new Commerce Department figures showed "a
nice start" for the year.
But he argued that the brisk growth
should not "overshadow the fact that
inflation and unemployment show little sign of near-term improvement.

Day in review,

The near-term outlook suggests that
we will not be able to duplicate the Church burns Easter bunny
During the ceremony, Cayten called anyone who had
first quarter's performance,"
Easter bunnies "heathens and dummies who worshipped
Weidenbaum said in a prepared stateNILES, Ohio (AP) - Three members of a northern Ohio pagan gods."
ment.
church were charged with disorderly conduct and
The first-quarter Commerce report violating open burning laws after a 5 foot Easter bunny
showed a 6.S percent annual growth was burned as a pagan idol on the church lawn.
Victim Rights Week April 20-26
rate for "real" gross national product
Police in Niles said the elder of the Truth Tabernacle
- the value of all American goods and
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Gov. James Rhodes, saying
services after discounting for inflation. and two members set the stuffed rabbit ablaze in an
afternoon ceremony on Easter Sunday.
crime victims and witnesses often are overlooked by the
justice system, officially had proclaimed this week as
Timothy Cayten, 20, of Warren and Danny Chitwood, Victim Rights Weeks.
32, of Niles pleaded innocent yesterday to charges of
disorderly conduct and violation city burning laws. Verpreclude lengthy litigation and to per- non Cayten, 32, the elder, pleaded innocent to disorderly
Victim Rights Week, from April 20-26, has been sponmit the Navy to enter promptly into conduct and obstructing official business and pleaded no sored nationally for several years by the National
negotiations with all involved par- contest to violating the open burning law. He was fined Organization for Victim Assistance, based in Virginia.
ties," the Navy said.
More than 25 states observed the week last year.
$50 in Municipal Court.
The Navy has said the George
Washington, traveling at shallow depPolice said the white bunny was seated on a chair on
ths in the East China Sea, surfaced top of a table decorated with colored eggs and flowers.
The special week is aimed at increasing the public's
after the collision but "sighted the They said that when they tried to arrest the three men, awareness of problems experienced by crime victims
vessel steaming away in no apparent they ran around the table, chanting and yelling.
and witnesses.
distress."

Navy accepts liability for collision
WASHINGTON (AP) - Amid growing furor in Japan, the Navy announced yesterday that it "acccepts liability for the collision" between the U.S.
missile-firing submarine George
Washington and a Japanese merchant
ship earlier this month.
The Navy said it expects "all appropriate claims will be satisfactorily
negotiated."

The brief Navy statement concerned the sinking of the 2,350-ton
Japanese freighter Nissho Maru April
9, about 110 miles off the southern Up
of Japan. The captain and another
crewman are missing and presumed
dead. Thirteen other crewmen survived when the Shanghai bound freighter
sank within 15 minutes.
"This action was taken in order to

SCU wants YOU!
The Student Consumer Union
is having a new member
organizational meeting
Wed., April 22
A
at 8:00 pm in 101 BA
mm ■ m Because you deserve to know

MEADOWVIEW
COURT
APARTMENTS

Omicron Delt Kappa (ODK)

•
•
•
•

Redecorated
Carpeting
Disposal
Refrigerator

•
•
•
•

New Drapes
Gas Heat
Gas Range
Stainless Sink

(Landlord pays gas)
All residents have use of Party Room,
Fireplace, Pool Tables, Pin-Ball Machines,
Swimming Pool, Sauna, Laundry Facilities,
Basketball Court, and Plenty of Parking.

NOW LEASING: Efficiencies. Furnished
or Unfurnished 1 Bedroom-2 Bedroom.
Models Now Open So Come Out and See

-Any Junior or Senior may apply

Open to All Majors Including:

-Available in the UAO office (3rd floor, Union),
405 Student Services Bldg. or the Registrar's office
-Return to the UAO office.

*■

_!_

■■

■*

* m /-ULl -f. t m

■■■■■■MHI

IVIRYONI WILCOMK
$1

Char lies Blind Pig

MM

Wtxl.,
April M

»¥»»»»»»»»»»jH*JHt»»*»»»»*»»4MMMHE»»»»»»»*»»

-—
¥ALMBLE CODPON——
This coupon entitles one Job hungry B.G.S.U.
student to a fully TYPESET ONE PAGE
RESUME WITH TEN PRINTED COPIES ON
WHITE BOND for only $20.00 (plus tax).

Offer expires March 31, 1981
OME OF THE RESUME PROFESSIONALS——

* SELLING/SALES

* INSURANCE

THE CUBES
Punk Rock Group

TONITE!
9:30

THE LONGBRANCH

LADIES ONLY
*

.-ou ~\
^^

Newlove Realty, Inc.
352-5163

YELLOW '

LEASING FOR FAIL

LUSTRIUM

2 Bedroom Apts.
Heatlncl. 9Mo.Fum.
YES

$380/Mo.

NO

S3I5/MO.

No

S32S/MO.

ALL MALE
GO-GO REVUE

"

BACK!!
<r BY it
POPULAR DEMAND
<r

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,

Forest Apts.

Featuring ■ The David Neil
ALL MALE GO-GO SHOW

wears as I><KK1 as n<»ld. costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10
>f( the regular price.
Yellow Lustrium rintfs by Jostcns available daily
at your bookstore. Or
SEE YOUR JOSTEN'S REPRESENTATIVE

Luther II
Luther I

DOORS OPEN AT 7 .10

Appearing
This Tueidoy Nile!

Wednesday ft Thursday, April 22 ft 23
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Pendleton Realty
319E.Wooster
353-3641 or 352-1019

* COMPUTER SCIENCE

n$h£e*
Offer good only at Jeff Rice's Big Red "Q"
Y'—P-Il1. I-Lk
Quickprint, Inc. Ill S. Main St.,
OuK&>Tlm
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
-*,£.
(419) 352-5762

One Block
From Campus

(733-7 Manvllle)

* MANAGEMENT

And Any Others Interested

REDUCED
SUMMER RATES

(841 Eighth St.)

PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE FRATERNITY

Information Night - TONIGHT

until April 24,1981-5pm.

Us!
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

(Napoleon M.)

GAMMA IOTA SIGMA

Applications are Available

214 NAPOLEON RD.
Bowling Green. Ohio 352-1195
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
AND MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL FEATURES

■TTTTTTTTTTTyTTTTTTyTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT»T*

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Service* Building

n"iF

Hours: Monday-Friday. 8:00-5:00
Saturday 9:00-5 00

MALES ADMITTED FREE AT 10:30 PM
NO ADVANCE TICKETS
15.00 GENERAL ADMISSION

P\

0 © @® 0-CM5 &.&M.

6 Th« BQ News April 21, 1961

Placement Schedule.

Classifieds.
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To place a
classified ad, come
to 106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
All individual
Classifieds must be
prepaid.
Deadline for all
advertising is 4 p.m.,
2 days before
publication.
Charge for Insertion:
• 40 cents per line
per day. 25-30 spaces
per line.
• Minimum charge
per day $1.20.
• Boldface type 50
cents extra per week.
For Further
Information Call
372-2601.
LOST » FOUND
I nt«d mi books. Stolen from
Univ. Boofcitort Wtd. morn, in a
gold bacKpack 337 2Q4»
LOST 1 PAIR OF SLIDES THAT
WERE NOT CLAIMED WHEN
RETURNED,
OWNER
REALIZED THIS * WOULD
LIKE PERSON TO RETURN
THEM AOAIN. CALL I7H«W
Lo»t blk coroM, gold face welch
near How»rd'v Aik (or Holly
373 5H5
INFORMATION concerning
STOLEN COWBOY HAT, taken
on 4/10/11 Will otter reward tor
any Information leading to It*
recovery. If you have It please
return It. NO questions asked. It
can be identified. Sentimental &
valuable to me. Call Leslie
Shater at 37? 2*40 or 373 HW.
Found pr. of prescrip. sun
glasses btwn. Ice Arena &
Softball Held Cell 352 0507

SERVICES OFFERED
EXPERT
REASONABLE
353 7305.

TYPING
RATES

Typing on IBM Electronic 50.
Themes-S.aO d.s.pg. Nancy
352 0109. Rates lor theses.
resumes, etc.
Early abortion, tests for
pregnancy and VO, birth control.
Call Toledo MedlcaJ Services.
(4W1 1«3117«..
■

PERSONALS
SWEATSHIRTSI T-SHIRTSI
GREEK JEWELRYI PARTY
FAVOR Si Receive a net 111k to
15% discount ft guaranteed
orders through FMA. For Info
call Pam 172-Mt! or 171-1301.

Member National
Abortion Federation

PICTURE FRAMES: Assembled
or unassembled, wood finishes,
at savings, samples, S2.50.
(refunded first order). Write.
FAS FRAMES. P.O. Box 2613,
Todedo. 4140a.
Want to be priest? Under 40?
Write/call collect Fr. Nlgro.
Gomaga U. Spokane. WA »W5«
(SB?) 331 4330.
^_
Give your Saturday to Sunshine
mini marathon. Saturday April
25 Register tor the 2 or »2 mile
run et the Union. April 3024 or
day of race.
???What does Lift a-thon.
Turkey Shoot, Western Kidnap.
Ox Roast. Dorms. Go to H I
party. Flamer, UAO ft All Star
Basketball have in common?
Good times ft t shirts. Call Tim
352 7749 or CJ 152 4119.

Dear Pommerettes. We had a
great time at the warm up You
showed us that you can dance as
well on a dance door as on the
field. Have a fun tilled Spring
Quarter. The Brothers o^SAE^
MATT BARTOW. REMEMBER:
REGISTER YOUR KEG ft YOU
SHALL OVERCOME
P.S.
WASN'T THAT A PARTY!
TRUDIE ft LAURA.
ATO VIRGIN ISLANDER MAY
22
COLLEGE PARK VIVIVIVIVI
VIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVI
VIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVIVI

3 Sirloins lor 16.69.
Kitchen Wed 4 7 30

Corner

Corner Kitchen Now
Breakfast any time! I

Serving

VOTE
DEBBIE SCHULTZ
DIRECTOR-AT LARGE
UAO Director At Large Election.
Vote Tomorrow.
RUBBER STAMPS. SI.35 PER
LINE: specify regular or in
plastic pocket case, add SI per
order for fax/postage; 3 weeks
delivery;
Greek
letters
available. Rubber Stamps, Box
5544. Toledo, Ohio 43613
Brighten up your home. Interior
ft exterior painting. Ten yn.
experience. Free estimates. Ph.
352 4502
Congrats: To Carol Treadwaytor
winning The Bunny Book Alike
Contest! The Weslwmds.
Mix your letters with Beta Fever
ft what a ya get??? A nice
t shirt!!! Call Tim 352 2769 or
C.J. 352 4119.
THE VI
BACK I
PARK
THE VI
BACKI
PARK
THE VI
BACK!
PARK

IS BACK! THE VI IS
MAY 22 COLLEGE
IS BACK! THE VI IS
MAY 32 COLLEGE
IS BACK! THE VI IS
MAY 22 COLLEGE

Buying
gold
ft
silver
Paying
highest
' prices
Jewelry Box. 113 W. wooster
I'm easy...rm cheap & I'mfastwlth t shirts tor your group or
organliation CALL Tim 352 2749.

Mary, keep up the good work.
You're doing great! Love, Your
11 Lacrosse FanJCtlth.
Congratulations to Linda Pepple
ft Debbie Young on your
engagements. We wish the best
of luck to both of you. The Little
Tans.
2 Sirloins for So.o9 Corner
Kitchen. Wednesday 4 7:30.
Corner Kitchen now
Breakfast any time.

serving

LISA To the best Stage Manager
1
know.
Congrats
on
"Comedians." Low, Oar.

VOTE
DEBBIE SCHULTZ
DIRECTOR-AT-LAROE
2 Sirloins for S6.19. Corner
Kitchen. Wednesday 4-7:30.
Corner

Kitchen

now

serving

Breakfast any tlma.
Delta Gams Thanks for making
last Tuesday night's rush a great
success!
LoveThe Lambda

Chi's!

MAY 9...MSB
MAY 9.MSB
MAY 9...MSB
MAY 9...MSB

FOR SALE
Oonnay tennis racquets. Brand
New! Will string S40/racquet.
Call Warren 373-1077.
9 piece blk. drumset. Vlstallte.
Excell. cond. Make offer.
639-3939.
Alvarez guitar. Mode' 1540.
Excell cond. with case. Eric
352 5040 after 4 p.m.
'69 Toyota Corona automatic.
Runs well. 34 mpg. S750. 153 4792
after 6.
Mobile home 1971 Parkwood
Custom 12 « 60, skirted, 3 bdrm.,
wash/dry In utility rm. with sink.
Ig. kitchen, dbi. sink In bath,
nat'rl. gas. cabinets galore,
beautiful
wood
paneling
throughout See at 175 Parkview
village. N Main St
(behind
Krogers) or call 353 6095.
'76 Kaw. KZ 400. low miles. 60
mpg. EXCELL. CONO. S375. Coll
3526740.

Someone to subls. effic. apt.
start. May 1. Lots of storage, sep.
bath ft kitchen. S145 mo. 3541414.
2 F. need housing for Fall Otr.
only. Call 352 4192.
WANTED: F. RMTE. FOR
SUM. OTR. IVi BLKS. FROM
CAMPUS. CALL 151-7171.
Female students to share apt.
Spring Quarter. Phone 352-7365.
2 F. grad students to share apt.
1112 (possibly Sum. 11 qtr.) Non
smokers Call 152 9170.

HELP WANTED
Pt. time cleaning nights. Contact
Knickerbocker
Cleaning
Services. 352 5335.
'

Excell. summer deal on 2 bdrm.
turn. AC apfs. Very reasonable!
Call 353-4966 eves.
Private
1
bdrm.
455 S.
Enterprise. S119 mo. Call collect
1316) 371 7631. Janice.

SHELBY MUTUAL INSURANCE (•) (I) ENTRY LEVEL ADVERTISING/PUBLIC RELA
TIONS: Journalism, Advert.. Public Rei..
(Strong Writing obllityl. JUNE GRADS.

REDUCED SUMMER RATES
ON
APARTMENTS.
Call
NEWLOVE REALTY 353-5163.
Sum. Qtr. 4 bdrm. completely
turn, house. Close to campus. 433
N. Prospect. 1400/Sum Qtr.
354 1379.

Celebrate Summer Try working
in a summer camp. Positions for
counselors,
water
safety
instructors, trip leaders,
business managers. Write: Penn
Laurel Girl Scout Council 1600
Mt. Zlon Rd. York. PA 174W.

Summer: HI 7th St. 2 bdrm. furn.
apfs. S450 for entire summer.

S-Wl
BOWLING GREEN CITY SCHOOLS (•) Bowl
ing Green. OH (2) Elem. JEd . Math. EMR,
L/BD. Phys. Ed. Sports Analysis, Ind. Arts,
Dec.. Mar.. Jun*. Aug. Grads.
MARYSVILLE EXEMPT. VILLAGE SCHLS.
(•) Marysvlll*. OH (1) TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Coll John Newtove Real Estate
3536553.

5-641
BEDFORDCITY SCHOOL DISTRICT (•) Bed
ford. OH (1) All areas, however, there are no
openings in Elem. Educ. Soc. Studies,
Health/Phys Ed. and Home Arts, Dec.. Mar..
June. Aug. Grads.
CLERMONT CO. BOARD OF EDUC. (')
Batavla. OH (1) Chem., Early Childhood, Earth
Scl.. Eng., El*m. Ed., French, History, ind. Ed.,
Math, Physics. Scl. Compre., Soc. Stud.. Spanish,
Dec., Mar., June Grads.

MASON LOCAL SCHOOLS (•) Mason. OH (2)
Elem. Ed., Home Ec, Math. Instr. Music, Dec..
Mar.. June Grads. Complete application and br
ing to interview, along with a copy of your
transcripts and credential file.

"SUMMER IN THE ROCKIES"
ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK, ESTES PARK,
AND
VAIL, COLORADO
June to mid-late September, In the areas ot:
RESORT HOTELS
FOOD SERVICE
RETAIL SALES
For more information, send $5-00 to:

Procoda oo Ih* th* Miumoo Sunshine

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESORT EMPLOYMENT

Children's Horn* lor th* retard**!
S3.00 Entry FM
SM details ft entry form In tomorrow'*

SERVICES
Post Office Box 2559
Vail, Colorado 81657

NNM

CAMP COURAGEOUS

Estate 353-6553.

•COMMERCIAL
•PORTRAITURE
•TECHNICAL
•CORPORATE
•GENERAL APPLIED
ClASSESSTAnTAPBJI. 204 3£PT 14
*»t* Q« (.A, l I OH CAIAIOG
»!* OtiolnstituteofPhotogruihy
CJLO DCOI 4 2029 Edgelieid St
KIT Dayton Ohio 45439
^^
IS13I294.61SS

Counselors Pay $550-$650 for 10 Weeks Call (419) 882-6236 or 352-7183.

Him

.PREFERRED PROPERTIES
835 HIGH ST -RENTALOFFICE
PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30

MEETS MEDICAL GUIDELINES FOR MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Give blood to the Red Cross.
Tuesday Special
One day only

°< Photography
twp YEAR PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

Needs: Male & Female Counselors to Live in
June IS - August 23
Also Needs: Nurse-RN,
Waterfront Director W/WSI

140' j Manvllle. 2 bdrm.. Females
only, immed. possession, Near
Univ. Call John Newlove Real
3 Ig. bdrms.. furn. apt. garage X4
Conneaut. S400/9 mo. S325/12
mo lease. 354 1279.

Ohio Institute

(A Co-ed Residential Camp for Mentally Retarded
Children & Adults)

2 bdrm. turn. apt. 705 7th St. Call
352 2663.

1420 St. Antoine Detroit
(Near creek Town)

\

•
•
a
a
•
a

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Haven House
Piedmont Aprts.-8th & High St.
Buckeye House-649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place-650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark-818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs. -Between 6th & 7th St.

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat & Air-Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Building
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space

SPECIAL FEATURES
• All residents have use of year round pool
with large game party room, kitchen, huge
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball
machines.
OTHER RENTALS
• Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
• Furnished & Unfurnished

$

24 95

Per Lens

$

An eye examination is required before
lenses can be fitted, and is thirty dollars
additional.

Dr. J. Eric Vandemark
Optometrist
North Baltimore

75 cents per carnation—$4 per half-dozen

Entire Stock

Con be delivered on campus April 30 or May 1,
or pick-up in UAO office on May 1, 10-12 Noon.
On sole In U-Holl April 22-24 or Union Oval April 27-29

Red—Love
Pink—Friendship
White—Secret Admirer
Green—Anything

BDnOBBBBB

99 00

SAME DAY FITTING
Including Deluxe Care Kit, all follow-up
visits, and thirty day trial wearing period.

Send Q Special Someone
A MoyDoy Flower

Coordinate flower with meaning

Limited
Time
Offer

SAME DAY REPLACEMENT
For most Bausch & Lomb Soft Contact
Lenses
or

BATHING SUITS

The Powder Puff

. 5 11!
FOREST HILLS SCHOOL DISTRICT (•) Cincinnati. OH (2) All areas. Dec.. Mar., June. Aug.
Grads. Complete applications and bri.ig to Interview.

Employment Opportunities available tot college students in

Saturday, April 25
Student Services Bldg.

Furn. upper duplex for Summer
ft Fall. Furn. lower duplex
Summer. 153-0(09.

961-1230

Open till 9:00 p.m.

view.

Mini-Marathon

Summer: 531 E. Merry. 3 bdrm.
furn. apts. Near Univ. S450 for
entire summer. Call John
Newlove Real Estate 353 6553.

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• CONFIDENTIAL CARE
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
• MEDICAID AND ALL INSURANCES ACCEPTED
• ABORTIONS PERFORMED UP TO 24 WEEKS LNMP
(IN DOCTORS OFFICE, SURGERY CENTER OR THE HOSPITAL)
• REDUCED FEES AND DEFERRED PAYMENTS

20% off

57-11
TIPP CITY EXEMPTED VILLAGE SCHLS.
(•) Tipp City. OH Scl.. Speech/Hear. Therapy.
voc. and Instr. Music. June, Aug. Grads.
FOREST HILLS SCHOOL DISTRICT (•) Clnclnnatl. OH (2) All areas. Dec.. Mar.. June. Aug.
Grads. Complete application and bring to Inter
1

2 Mile and 6.2 mil*

LICENSED BOARD CERTIFIED OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS
(MALE AND FEMALE DOCTORS)

14523 Northiine southgate
(Between I-75 and Toledo-Dix)

KNOX COUNTY BOARO OF EOUC. (•) Mt.
Vernon. OH 13) Math, Scl.. Spec. Ed.. Guidance.
S-4r»!
Ind. arts, Eng.. Spanish. Dec.. Mar., June Grads.
BOWLING GREEN CITY SCHOOLS (•) Bowl
MAYFIELD CITY SCHOOLS (•) Mayfleld
ingGreen, OH (3) Elem. Ed.. Math. EMR. L/BD. Heights. OH (1) All majors, but a tew elem. ed .
Phys. Ed. Sports Analysis. Ind. Arts, Dec., Mar., Mar., June, Aug. Grads.. Complete app. for InterJune, Aug. Grads.
view.
GEAUGA COUNTY LOCAL SCHOOLS (•)
WEST CLERMONT LOCAL SCHOOLS (•)
Chardon, OH (1) Chem.. Physics, Eng.. French, Amelia. OH (I) TO BE ANNOUNCED.
Spanish. L.E.M., Ind. Arts. Dec. Mar., Jun*
WILLOUGHBY EASTLAKE SCHOOLS (•)
Grads. Also, High School Asst. Principal.
Wllloughby. OH ID TO BE ANNOUNCED

Summer rentals houses, apts. ft
single rooms. Near campus. Ph.
353 7365.

LUOMCIC

281-2445

SCHOOLS:

Wendy's - Chi Omega

1 bdrm. apt. avail, for Sum Only
S140 mo. ft util. Furn., near Univ.
352 4316

Furn. rms. SlOO/mo. Immed.
occupancy. Sum.. Fall. Call
153 4573.

Summer employment for BG
students with one of the
Midwest's
largest
multi■ manufacturer
distributor.
Automobile required, openings
throughout Midwest. For further
information, phone Mr. Kay.
person to person collect at
517 339 9500.

5-711
RAX SYSTEMS. INC. <•) Columbus, OH (1)
Any major with Interest in Restuaranf Mgmt.,
Dec., Mar., June Grads.

Summer Rental. 1 bdrm. turn.
S135 mo. 131S. Summit. 1-367-3341

1 F. rmte. for Sum. or 11 17 sch.
yr. 2 bdrm. hse. S175 mo. Sandy
373 3401 15 p.m.

5 111
DEFIANCE CITY SCHOOLS (•) Defiance. OH
TRANSOHIO SAVINGS ASSOCIATION (•) (I) Elam. Ed. and EMR. LBD. Dec. Mar. June.
Cleveland, OH 13) PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED Aug. Grads. (1) Secondary Ed., Dec.. Mar..
FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 34; Please contact Place June, Aug. Grads.
ment Office about your Interview.
FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS <•> VVauseon,
OH (1) LO/SBH.

5-6-11
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA (•) Toledo, OH
(1) TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Accomodations for F. students
across from Rodgers. For Fall ft
Summer. Call 353 3151.

JOBS: ROCKY MT STATES:
Each week we select over 200 of
the best job openings for our
newsletter. Free details:
MOUNTAINWEST/935
Canyon/Logan, UT 14321.

Swim Pool Manager. Grand
Rapids. Ohio. Must have WSI.
For further information call any
one of these numbers. 112 3505,
1327765 or 833 412.
*

s-s-ai
GMC TRUCK ft COACH DIVISION.
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION (*) (1)
Acct.. Mar.. June, Aug. Grads.
U.S. AIR FORCE (•) Bowling Green. OH (1)
Physics, Math. Chem.. Blot.. Comp. Scl., Elec.
Tech.. Aeronaut. Tech., men all other majors,
June, Aug. Grads. All majors may apply for pilot
or navigator positions.

FOR HINT

4 bdrm. house. Avail. Jun* 15. <1
blk. Irom campus. 153 7754.

WANTED

5-4-41
ARMOUR DIAL (*) Farmlnglon. Ml (2)
General Business. Selling/Sales, Mktg.. JUNE
GRAOS ONLY.
U.S. NAVY (•) Bowling Green, OH (1) Several
small group sessions between 4:00 and 5:00:
Math, Chem.. PreMed., Elec Aerotech.. Dec..
Mar.. June. Aug. Grads.

257-2097

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
■ •800-438-8(

AOWHaVDURNURSMC
CMOIMTHEIUrt
Navy Nursing IMIHI completely
•quipped medical facihtiea
Advanced I raining Specialisation
opportunist Immediate super
vtaocy resatonaibility
Plua ail th* bencfite of being an
Officar T»«v«l Adventure S.lir.
and benefita competitive » civilian
nuratng
Foe more information, aend your
resume to. or call
JAMES QIMON
MedJpg.1 Program* Repr
ntath-i
20t 8. Main Suit* 102
■Certhig Oreon. Onto 43402
(41t) 352-6600 (collect)
m«0T JeanAMtvrrsMA

Tt» BQ N*w* April 21,1M1 7

Weekend wrap-up.
Armbrust scored six goals while teammates Werner and Robin Buell scored
four times and once, respectively.
"The team is making good progress, but we have to set our goals higher
against tougher opponents," BG coach Carol Durentini said.
Bowling Green's women's golf team opened its season with a ninth-place
"Our passing throughout the field was bad," she said. "We played well the finish in the 11-team Marshall Invitational Tournament at Lesage, W. Va., last
first half, but the rest of the gsme we had a break down of basic skills."
weekend.
The laxers will be in a :tion again this weekend, playing Ball State and
BG's 898 team total was well behind Ohio State's 319 score, which won the
Earlham in Muncie, Indiana.
36-hole tourney. Kentucky placed second at 334.
Shelley Dye and Dianne Robinson paced the Falcon effort, each scoring 172.
The twosome was followed by Tammy Hull (173), Paula LaNasa (181) and Jean
Kempf (182).
Ohio State's Rose Jones was medalist in the tourney, shooting 72-75-147.
Bowling Green's men golf tewn turned an about face In its two tournaments,
played last weekend and yesterday.
In the 54-hole Kepler Invitational, played at Ohio State's Scarlet Course in
Columbus last weekend, the Falcons fizzled away from a fourth-place start
Senior co-captain Jeff Brown's four victories led the men's track team over
after 18 holes to a dismal 16th-place finish in the 24-toam field.
the two-meet weekend.
The Falcons lost a dual meet to Central Michigan, Friday, 10241, and comYesterday, BG regained its composure in the 18-hole Barney Francis
Memorial Tournament in Toledo, taking top team honors in the eight-team field peted in the 44th-annual Ohio Relays on Saturday.
Brown's victories came in two relays and two open events. On Friday, Brown
with a 389.
The final round of the Kepler tourney, played last Sunday, plagued the clocked a 1:55.02 to win the 800-meter run and teamed with James Wella, Chuck
Falcon golfers, as Gary Battistoni's 80 was the best individual score carded by Pullom and Terry Reedus to run a winning time of 3:16.50 in the 1600-meter
relay.
any of BG's six players.
Battistoni wound up with BG's lowest score in the tourney, shooting
SATURDAY, Brown won the 1500 run with a tune of 3:57.3 and combined with
71-79-80-230. That was four strokes better than teammate John Spengler's Dave Agosta, Pullom and Reedus to win the 3200 relay in 7:36.9.
77-76-81-234.
High Jumper Dan Safkow turned in a record-breaking effort in his event His
Other Falcon tallies were Jean LaRochelle's 78-77-81-326; Brad Turner's Jump of 6-10 on Friday not only won the event, but it also set a school record.
7942-48-249; Karl Smith's 79-83-83-246 and Alan Chipplndale's 8541-87-253.
Safkow came back Saturday to place fifth with a 64 leap.
Other Falcons placed at the Ohio Relays. Chris Koehler was second in the
Ohio State, led by tourney medalist Joey Sindelar's 68-71-72-211, won the 5,000 run in 14:32. The distance medley relay team of Pullom, Wells, Bob Bartournament, beating out runner-up Purdue.
rett and Agosta was second with a time of 10:12.5.
Ball State and Miami tied for fifth and top team honors of the nine MidON FRIDAY, the Falcons won only eight of nineteen events against the ChipAmerican Conference schools present, with 1170 team totals.
pewas.
BG reversed its fortuities in the Toledo tourney, with Spengler winning
Sophomores Agosta and Pullom tied for first place in the 1500 in 4:03.10. Barmedalist honors with a 74 on the par-70 Toledo Country Club course. Spengler's rett was third with a 4:07.02 clocking. Mark Vermillion won the 110 high hurdles
74 was matched by Toledo's Dave Jagodzinski and Eastern Michigan's Chris in 15.15, while Kelly Lycan ran a 15.30 to place third.
Jobczak. Spengler won the medalist title outright when he stroked a seven iron
Wells won the 400 dash in 50.15 and Fred Kundrata was third with a 51.26.
to within five feet of the third playoff hole, a par three. From there, Spengler Smith broke the tape in the 100 dash with a time of 10.7. Reedus took first in the
tapped it in for the birdie and the title.
400 intermediate hurdles by running a 54.80. Lycan was third with a 57.31.
Other BG scores included Battistoni's 76; LaRochelle's 78; Mike Dzienny's
Dudley Cramer cleared 14-6 to place second in the pole vault Smith was tim78; Smith's 83 and Mark Nickerson's 84.
ed in 22.75 for a second place finish in the 200 dash.
Finishing behind the Falcons were Eastern Michigan at (395); Toledo (398);
Hille placed third in the 800 with a time of 1:56.99 while Los ran a 15:14.24 in
Akron (399); Kent State (406); Ashland (422); Central Michigan (425) andBluf- the 5,000 to finish third. James Rhoades long jumped 21-3% to place third, and
fton (438).
BUI Hampton finished third by throwing the Javelin 191-5.

Falcons set 5 records

Dye, Robinson pace BG

The Bowling Green women's track team broke five school records en route to
a second-place finish in the All-Ohio Meet in Columbus last weekend.
Kim Jamison and Diana Jennings both were involved in record-breaking
events. Jamison broke her own school record in the 200-meter dash by running
a first place time of 24.2. Jennings also broke her own record in the long Jump
with a leap of 1MH that won the event.

Golfers 16th at Kepler

The two then combined with Kelly Jamison and Jane Guilford to win the 400
relay, breaking that BG record. Their time was 47.7.
The same foursome that ran the 400 relay placed third in the 800 medley relay
with a time of 1:49.4.
Sandra Cook set a new record in the 10,000 run with a third-place time of
37:52.8. Sue Klembarsky broke her own record while placing fourth with a
throw of 137-10 in the discus.

Brown grabs four wins

HOST OHIO STATE won the meet with a score of 163 points. The Falcons had
a runner-up total of 132. BG coach Pat Brett said she was extremely pleased
with her team's performance in the 22-team meet.
"I'm very happy with the way we did," she said. "We gave Ohio State the
best scare they've had for a while in this championship. We lead for most of the
meet."
Terri Gindlesberger won the 5,000 run with a time of 18:03.2. Karen McQuillan was second in 18:17.5. Jenny Thornton took the 400 hurdles with a 1:05
clocking while Joy Clawson was third in 1:07.1.
Kathy Kaczor and Bev Lynch teamed for second and third-place finishes in
the 3,000 run. Their times were 10:29.0 and 10:38.8, respectively. Guilford was
second in the 100 dash in 12.0. Kelly Jamison was sixth with a time of 12.5.
The 1600-meter relay placed third with a time of 4:02.5. Members of the squad
were Thornton, Kendra Hazlett, Clawson and Jennings.

Laxers lose 2 at Denison
Bowling Green's women's lacrosse team lost a pair of matches this weekend
at Denison to drop its season mark to 2-4.
The Falcon laxers were soundly defeated by Denison in the opening match,
15-3, before losing to Wittenberg, 18-11.
Chris Werner scored two goals and Mary Armbrust added one in the Denison
game. BG had 23 attempts, while Denison scored on 15 of 40 tries.
In the Wittenberg match, BG trailed 7-5 at the half, but six of Wittenberg's
first eight shots in the second half found the net to lock up the win.

Travel to tlje ftepaissaijce Center

r^jM'R
SPECIAL SUPER
\
^ DELUXE COLD SUB!

#>.
Sat.,

May 23, 1981, 7 am to 5 pm
$9 per student
Have time to tour the center, shop,
have lunch

SENIOR CHALLENGE '81
Helping future students at
DGSU with a Special Loan Fund
AND Saying 'THANKS" to the
College, department or
program of your choice.

PLEDGE MAY 4-8!

Signups through May 1st
in UAO office

Soar with UAO
'April26 8:00am to 4:00pm
in Montpelier, Ohio

Sign-ups start April 13 - 24th
$20 for flight -$5 extra for instructions: logbook'
$2 transportation fee upon sign-up

516 E. Wooster
GOOD WED. ITHURS.
Eol-in or Datlvary

11 a.m. •2 p.m.

(No Coupons Accepted)

• Ham • Italian Bologna • Salami • American
Cheese • Swiss Cheese • Mozzarella Cheese •
Lettuce • Tomato • mayonnaise •
AN on a full loaf of French Bread!

Spring Quarter
Specials
Tuesday-Greek Nite
Wear a Greek T-Shirt or Longbranch Shirt and drink
draft for Two-Bits (5 Buffalo's) a glass-open at 7:30
P.M.-No cover charge-Bring in your Greek paddles for|
our wall.

Wednesday-Ladies Nite

Saturday. May 9
10:OOPM
Anderson Arena

I Tickets still Available!
Available 9:00-4:30 Union Ticket Office and
Business hours at the The Source,
and Finders in Bowling Green
No food, beverages, smoking or cameras
permitted in Anderson Arena

Doors Open
8:30 p.m.

Everyone drinks 2 for 1 on all beer and mixed drinksNo cover charge for ladies-open at 7:30 P.M.

Thursday-Draft Nite
Double Buffalo nite--8:00 to 9:30-Different drink
specials every half-hour till 1:30 A.M.

Friday-T n* T-Taco's and Tequilla
4 to 7:00 P.M.--Homemade Taco's and your favorite
Tequila drink. Tacos are made before your very eyes
by original Mexican Chef. They're the best.
7:30 till 9:30 P.M.--AII beer 2 for 1-Drink specials every
half-hour thereafter.

Saturday-Dog n Suds
3:00 to 7:00 P.M.-Enjoy a fresh Hot Dog and Draft for
50 cents.
7:30 to 9:30 P.M.--AII beer 2 for 1--Drink specials every
half-hour thereafter.

Mark, John or Rick playing your favorite
disco and rock music every night.

LONGBRANCH SALOON
"The Friendliest Night Spot in Town"
Bob and Chris your hosts
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Sports.
'Heartbreak Hill' aids Japan's Seko to marathon summit
BOSTON (AP) - Toshihiko Seko, a durable
speedster from Japan, avenged one of his rare
losses and ended old rival Bill Rodger's
domination of the Boston Marathon yesterday,
pulling away in the final five minutes en route
to a record smashing effort in the 85th annual
classic.

Rodgers set the record - also an American
mark - in 1979.
The 24-year-old Seko, winner of the last
three Fukuoka International marathons in
Japan although he concentrates on shorter
distances, put away Rodgers with about six
miles to go and then wore down Craig Virgin of
Lebanon,IU.

Seko, who pressed Rodgers to a course and
Seko sprinted across the finish line more
U.S. record two years ago, shaved one second
off the American distance king's Boston than 250 yards ahead of Virgin, who held on for
Marathon mark while covering 26 miles, 385 second place exactly one minute behind in
yards in 2 hours, 9 minutes and 26 seconds. 2:10:26. Rodgers was third in 2:10:34, failing a

bid to become the first runner ever to win the followed by 1979 Boston winner Joan Benoit in
2:30:15, Julia Shea in 2:30:38 and Gareau in
Boston Marathon four consecutive years.
John Lodwick of Dallas moved up to take 2:31:26.
After easily clearing "Heartbreak Hill," the
fourth at 2:11:33, outsprinting Malcolm East
last of three hills which cost him victory here
of Pittsburgh, who was two seconds back.
in 1979, Seko appeared in command. However,
ALLISON ROE of New Zealand set a he said he didn't think he took the lead until he
women's Boston Marathon record in her passed Rodgers' sporting goods center, less
debut. She ran the route in 2:26:45, shattering than four miles from the end.
the record of 2:34:28 set by Canada's Jac"I ran my own race, set my own pace," Seko
queline Gareau last year.
Patti Catalano, the queen of U.S. women said through an interpreter. "I've been traindistance runners, was second in 2:27:51, ing for the hills, and they didn't bother me to-

day. I just didn't want to have a fight at the
end."
"Toshihiko was better than anyone here,"
the 33-year-old Rodgers said. "It was a fantastic race, and he was determined to win. Obviously, Toshihiko will be No. 1 in the world
now. I'm just happy I came close to him."
Although the official counting period of
finishers ended after 3V4 hours, timers remained behind for the arrival of Johnny
Kelley, who was running in his 50th Boston
Marathon and 108th overall of his career.
Kelley, 73, covered the route in 4:01:25.

Frigid bats
cool women
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

staff photos by Al Pucfts
Bowling Green third baseman Jo* Thrasher (left) makes things difficult tor Northern Illinois shortstop
Brad Kawell, attempting to convert the double play in the second game of last Friday's doubleheader at
Stellet Field. In the opener, won by BG 11-7, Falcon second baseman Phil Oropallo makes his point on an
interference call against NIU second baseman M Iquel Sopena. The Falcons lost the nightcap 7-6 and dropped both ends ol Saturday's twinbill to Western Michigan, 6-2, 2-1.

Baseball homestand turns hope to horror as Falcons fade
non-conference doubleheader, 9-4,
11-2, yesterday, at Ohio Northern.
"We could have won them both or
Before last weekend's double- we could split them," Purvis said
headers at Steller Field against Nor- after Saturday's losses to Western.
thern Illinois and Western Michigan, "Things just didn't go our way."
Bowling Green baseball coach Don
Purvis said that he hoped it would not
THAT WAS especially true against
rain. If Purvis had known that BG WMU, when the Falcons had several
would drop three of four games, opportunities to win both games, but
perhaps he would have hoped other- came up empty-handed each time.
wise.
The two games were tied in 20 of the 22
The weather was fine, but the innings played.
Falcons' style of play was not, as BG
BG managed just seven hits on the
split with NIU (11-7, 6-7) on Friday day against four Bronco pitchers. And
and dropped a pair of extra inning bat- at one point, BG went nine straight intles to WMU (6-2 in 14 innings, 2-1 in 8 nings without a hit.
innings) on Saturday. The three losses
Both teams scored a pair of runs in
clouded BG's Mid-American Con- the first inning of the opener and then
ference title hopes and dropped the went 13 scoreless innings before WMU
Falcons into a three-way tie for third broke the 2-2 deadlock with a four-run
in the conference with Eastern outburst in the 14th.
Michigan and Miami, each with 4-4
NIU's game-winning rally started
records.
with two out and none on. A single up
BG is 12-14 overall after sweeping a the middle by Tim Gourlay, walk to
by Joe Menzer
News assistant sports editor

Joe Ghema and an error by Joe
Thrasher on Tom Ackerman's
bouncer to third loaded the bases.
Loser Roger McDowell then hit
WMU's Dave Peterson with a pitch to
force in the go-ahead run. A triple to
the right-centerfield gap on the next
pitch by Paul Schneider, who had four
hits on the day, cleared the bases and
gave the Broncos a commanding 6-2
lead going into the bottom of the inning.
ONE RUN would have been enough
for Kris Kuhn who relieved WMU
starter Greg Brake in the seventh inning and pitched eight innings of twohit ball to record the win.
Each team scored a run in the first
inning of the second game, but starting pitchers P.D. Elber and Terry
Schalk soon took command. BG blew
a bases-loaded opportunity in the
seventh, when WMU called on Jeff
Kaiser to relieve Schalk, and the
Broncos' ace put an end to the rally.

Men sweep NMU, KSU, EMU

BG breaks out of slump at EMU
by Tracy Collins
Ntws staff reporter

Bowling Green's men's tennis team
broke out of mild slump last weekend,
sweeping all three matches at Ypsilanti, Mich.
The Falcons swept Northern
Michigan 9-0, Friday, and knocked off
Kent State, 6-3, and Eastern
Michigan, 7-2 on Saturday. BG is now
64 overall, and 2-1 in the MidAmerican Conference.
BG survived a scare last Thursday
night at Wayne State, when its match
was rained out. When play was called,
the Falcons were leading four matches to three, but Wayne State had a
sizable lead in one match, and was
serving for the match in the other.
"We really didn't play with much intensity in our doubles," BG coach Bob
Gill said of the Wayne State match.
"In fact, we really screwed up against
Wayne State. We bad a 4-2 lead after
the singles, and we went into the

doubles and everybody thought the Tony Debo 6-2,6-1; KSU's Len Simard
match was over. We just played hor- nipped Conlan 6-7, 6-3, 7-6; Vetter
downed Rocco Cona 4-6, 6-3,6-1; Epsrendous doubles.
"THE ONLY THING that kept us tein swept past Rick Forrest 6-1, 6-1;
from winning four out of the six Zekas downed Blaine Pitts 6-0, 6-3;
singles then losing all three doubles and Rick Sonkin beat Alan Benson 6-4,
was the fact that it rained.
6-3. KSU's doubles team of Debo"It wasn't too hard to figure out the Simard won their team's remaining
next day that I was somewhat upset point, beating Bechtel-Conlan 6-3,7-6;
about our play," he continued, " and while Vetter-Benson downed Pittswe did play better on Friday (against Marc Sector 6-2, 7-6; and EpsteinNorthern Michigan)."
Zekas defeated Cona-Forrest 6-4,6-2.
Against Northern, BG's Rick
AGAINST Eastern Michigan,
Bechtel defeated Bob Schmidt 6-1,6-4; Bechtel beat Bjorn Saljimar 7-6, 6-2;
Barry Conlan downed Ron Johnson Conlan defeated Mike Munson 7-6,6-2;
64, 6-3; Bud Vetter beat Don Peterson Vetter downed Jeff Dudacek 6-1, 6-3;
6-3, 6-2; Dave Epstein defeated Steve Epstein crushed Junis Lewis 6-1, 6-1;
Dowrick 6-4,6-1; Mike Zekas crushed Greg Cheesewright beat Zekas 6-3,
Mel vin Hendrie 6-1,6-1; and Alan Ben- 7-6; and Fuentes defeated Scott
son beat Jerry Patterson 6-3,6-3.
Grzegorczyk 7-6, 6-3. BG again took
In doubles, Bechtel-Conlan downed two of three doubles matches, as
Schmidt-Peterson 7-6, 6-4; Vetter- Bechtel-Conlan downed SaljimarChris Fuentes defeated Johnson- Dudacek 44, 6-3, 6-2; Vetter-Benson
Dowrick 6-2, 6-3; and Benson-Zekas defeated Lewis-Cheesewright 7-6, 7-6;
beat Hendrie-Patterson 6-1, 6-2.
and EMU's Munson-Grzegorczyk nipAgainst Kent State, Bechtel beat ped Epstein-Zekas 7-6, 7-6.

An inning later, WMU scored the run to the lead, NIU struck for four
winning run on a controversial play. more runs in the sixth to tie it, 7-7.
BG wasted no time regaining the
With the bases loaded and one out,
Ghema hit a routine grounder to BG lead for good. An error by NIU centershortstop Jerry Drobnick, who threw fielder Kyle Owens on Dave
to catcher Steve Schultze at the plate Litzenberg's fly ball enabled Chuck
for an apparently easy forceout But Headington to score all the way from
the umpire ruled that Schultze did not first base after two were out in the
have his foot on the plate and the go- sixth. Glasspoole ripped a double over
ahead run was allowed.
Owen's head a pitch later to score
"We beat ourselves in the first Litzenberg and, after a walk to Joe
game," Purvis said afterwards. "Our Tedesco, Smith doubled two more
pitching was very good, but they pit- runs home to make it 11-7.
ELBER GOT the win, while
ched very well, too. You have to give
the Huskies' Dave Nuti took the loss.
them credit"
That did not seem to be a problem
Thrasher, who went 4-for-4 in the
for the Falcons in Friday's opener, blasted bis third home run of
doubleheader with NIU. BG banged the season in the first inning of the
out more hits in a six-run first Inning nightcap, but the Huskies scored all
of the first game of that doubleheader seven of their runs in the second and
than it did in both games against third innings and forced BG to play
catch-up ball.
WMU.
The Huskies cut that six-run lead to
Litzenberg had six hits to lead the
6-3 on Brad Kawell's three-run homer Falcons in yesterday's sweep of Ohio
in the second inning. After BG added a Northern.

Lack of hitting and costly errors
spelled doom for the Bowling Green
women's Softball team as it lost a
doubleheader to Ball State, 2-0 and 3-2,
last Saturday.
Patty Konczak (2-4) held the Cardinals hitless for the first five innings,
with the teams playing to a scoreless
tie after seven innings.
In the top of the eighth, BSU's Sherrie Steckley singled but was cut down
at second base when Paula Keller's
attempted sacrifice failed.
Keller reached first safely on the
play and went to third when Falcon
catcher Debbie Sanchez picked up
Karen Wilson's attempted bunt and
threw wild to first base.
WITH RUNNERS at the corners,
Ball State attempted a double-steal.
Shortstop Karen Spencer cut off Sanchez's throw to second, but Spencer's
throw to the plate went in the dirt
eluding the Falcon catcher, allowing
the run to score. Barb Syler then singled driving in Wilson for the game's second run.
In the second game, the Falcon's,
now 7-9, jumped out to a quick 1-0 lead
in the first inning. Lisa Shelly walked,
took second on Sanchez's sacrifice
and scored on an error.
Shelly, who started the second
game, set down the first nine batters
in order, but suffered control problems in the fourth inning, when she
hit the first two batters she faced.
BG coach Sandy Haines called
Dianne Richardson in to relieve
Shelley, with Cardinals on second and
third following a wild pitch.
RICHARDSON, although not giving
up a hit, could not keep the Cardinals
from scoring as Judy Pettit's sacrifice
bunt scored, the first run, tying the
game. Theresa Pazintey's ground-out
drove in the second run putting the
Cardinals ahead for good.
Ball State added another run in the
fourth on pitcher Gina Sharp's single
and Syler's run-scoring double. The
Falcons' other run came in the sixth
when Spencer reached second base on
an error. Spencer stole third and
scored on Karen Cepik's sacrifice fly.
"We played two tough games, but
•our mistakes cost us," Haines said.
"We should have won the second
game. We just didn't execute well
defensively when we had runners on
base."
"Patty (Konczak) pitched a great
first game and Dianne (Richardson)
did an outstanding job in relief in the
second game," Haines said. "We're
playing good ball, but we're still committing too many errors on our execution defensively."

WMU deals Falcons first net loss
by Tracy Collins
News star) reporter

Bowling Green's women's tennis team took two of three
matches in a quadrangular meet held last weekend at the
Robert Keefe courts.
The Falcons suffered their first loss of the season, Friday, losing 9-0 to Western Michigan, before rebounding to
beat Ball State, 7-2, and Kent State, 6-3. BG's record now
stands at 6-1 overall and 5-1 in the Mid-American Conference.
The strength of Western Michigan's squad was the surprise of the weekend, BG coach Deb Kuridewicz said. The
Broncos won 26 of 27 individual matches.
"They were better than I thought they would be," she
said. "We did as well as anyone against them, but they
just creamed everyone."
THE KEY to their improvement was the addition of
two freshmen who now play numbers one and two for
WMU, Kuridewicz said. The top player, Sue Weigand,
was particularly impressive, she said
"Cindy (Scbeper) was playing well, and Cindy got the
most games off her the whole weekend, but she still lost
6-3,64," Kurkiewicz said.
In other scores, Western's Nancy Martin defeated
Chris Bischoff 6-3, 6-7, 7-6; Sue Davis-Crookston downed

Linda Ensign 6-1,64; Lynne Schendel defeated Stephanie
Tober 1-6,64,6-4; Julie Hawthorne downed Amy Bottorff
6-1, 6-4; and Carol Tschudy beat Joni Lindquist 6-2,7-6.
In doubles, Weigand-Martin beat Scheper-Bischoff 6-2,
64; Schendel and Davis-Crookston outlasted EnsignBottorff 5-7,6-2,6-4; and Hawthome-Lori Magoon downed
Lindquist-Tober 6-2,6-2.
Against Bali State, Scbeper beat Pat Blain 6-3,34,6-1;
Bischoff defeated Sandy Fullhart 6-2, 6-2, Linda Ensign
downed Janet Ross 74,6-2; Stephanie Tober beat Deanna
Witsken 64, 6-1; BSU, Ann Voors downed Martha Goth,
and Angie Arch defeated Lindquist 6-2, 63.
THE FALCONS swept the doubles, as Scheper-Bischoff
over Blain-Fullhart 74, 6-1; Ensign-Bottorff downed
Farber-Sinpson 6-1, 44, 6-4; and Undquist-Katrina Coleman defeated Arch-Voors 6-1,6-4.
In the weekend's final match, against Kent State, Cindy
Miller outlasted Scbeper 44, 74,6-4; Bonnie Beachy beat
Chris Bischoff 64, 6-4; Beth Bandi downed Ensign 74,
6-4; Tober defeated Mindy Kline 74,6-1; Bottorff downed
Linda Snyder 74, 64; and lindquist defeated Goria
Maibe 64,64.
BG again swept the doubles matches, as ScheperBischoff beat Miller-Bandi 6-4, 6-2; Ensign Bottorff
outlasted Beachy-Snyder 44, 74, 6-4; and LindquistTober downed Kline-Karen Foster 6-1,74.

